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play.justum.app play.justum.app Justum, dilemmas in dialogue

Justum is an online game that uses dilemmas to allow for 

dialogue about difficult issues at work. These could be issues 

regarding integrity, or matters that negatively affect work 

progress. Sometimes it’s about teamwork and leadership, at 

other times about conflicts of interest, unwanted behavior, and 

inclusivity. All of the things that could be bothering someone will 

be covered.

Justum can be played by a maximum of 8 people and consists 

of 30 playing cards, 25 of which are dilemma cards and 5 being 

surprise cards. There are open-ended questions as well as 

multiple choice questions. The winner of the game is the player 

with the most stars at the end of it. The duration of the game is 

approximately 90 minutes.

As game supervisor, you have a number of responsibilities: 

inviting the players, facilitating progress, stimulating dialoque 

and discussing the evaluations. 
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Step 1. Logging in and 
inviting players

Het Online integriteitspel.

Ficium, optatusdae sit ipit laboreiure, corepuda essi rerferum et 

que di corupta tatemqu iaerum nobite as dis plateca tibusam, 

cum eos enduciis apeles eiurion sequiat atissi aruptaque et am 

volorere cullab imendaeped elest est, que vel eatia dolectur?

Henimus nonsedi caturitatem aboris velis volorrum quo qu

Volupti optatem ut eatum rem lam, coritio magnis nullam hit 

quis vel ipiende rnamus qui officiis alic tem et laborer ibusda se-

que nobis qui cum faceat.

Voluptas ex est ulpa volorum volor atum et qui sitinvel imag-

nam sam sam quo officie ndamenda cuscilibus esto dolorionse 

erectaque dollent. Vid excea dolloratquos int mos re reium in 

con nissit qui odiost eatisin cus mi, aut et vendignatem. 

•  The game supervisor receives a link and password to 

log in.

•  After the game supervisor logged in, he/she chooses 

a game type and moves to the menu.

•  You can send your invitation to the participants by 

entering the email address of the participants using 

the “Invite this Player” button, or by copying the 

unique game code at the bottom of the invitation 

screen and sending it to the players in the subject 

line of your email, via an SMS, WhatsApp or chat 

message. 

•  Then go to Settings in the menu to choose whether 

you want to play with a maximum of 5 or with a 

maximum of 10 stars in the valuations. 

•   You can also set the timer in the Settings, so that 

the players see how much time is left to discuss the 

dilemma. The timer must be activated by the game 

supervisor with every new dilemma. You can do 

this on the same screen where you find the players 

valuations.

•  Click ‘Go to the game board’ once everyone has 

been invited.
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Step 2. Waiting for the playersHet Online integriteitspel.

Ficium, optatusdae sit ipit laboreiure, corepuda essi rerferum et 

que di corupta tatemqu iaerum nobite as dis plateca tibusam, 

cum eos enduciis apeles eiurion sequiat atissi aruptaque et am 

volorere cullab imendaeped elest est, que vel eatia dolectur?

Henimus nonsedi caturitatem aboris velis volorrum quo qu

Volupti optatem ut eatum rem lam, coritio magnis nullam hit 

quis vel ipiende rnamus qui officiis alic tem et laborer ibusda se-

que nobis qui cum faceat.

Voluptas ex est ulpa volorum volor atum et qui sitinvel imag-

nam sam sam quo officie ndamenda cuscilibus esto dolorionse 

erectaque dollent. Vid excea dolloratquos int mos re reium in 

con nissit qui odiost eatisin cus mi, aut et vendignatem. 

•  After the players have logged in using the invite link from 

the game supervisor, their initials are displayed below the 

game board.

•  Once all the players have logged in and their initials are 

displayed, the game can be started by pressing the start 

button.

•  The moment of login determines the playing order. 

Whoever logged in first, starts.
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Step 3. Playing Justum

•  Once the game supervisor starts the game, the cards are shuffled, and the 

first dilemma card is shown.

•  The player whose turn it currently is reads the dilemma out loud and 

explains how they would solve it. The current player’s initials and score will 

be displayed in green.

•  After a short dialogue about the answer, the other players can value the 

answer. This is done on a scale of max. 5 or max. 10 stars, which is set 

by the game supervisor prior to a game session. Your rating indicates 

what you think of the answer of your fellow player. You may base it on 

the quality of the answer, but also on the fantasy, honesty, cunning or 

vulnerability of your fellow player. Keep in mind that those who want to 

win, often prioritise other considerations.

•  The game supervisor is the only one who can see the individual players’ 

ratings. A particularly negative rating may be reason to ask a follow-up 

question.

•  If the average rating is higher than 3 resp. 6, the card number on the game 

board is activated and the points are added to the players’ score.

•  Players are easily able to switch between the current question and game 

board. That way, players can quickly check if the current player is close to 

finishing a row of five. If they are, this might affect the valuation they’ll give 

that player.
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Step 4. Continuing the gameHet Online integriteitspel.

Ficium, optatusdae sit ipit laboreiure, corepuda essi rerferum et 

que di corupta tatemqu iaerum nobite as dis plateca tibusam, 

cum eos enduciis apeles eiurion sequiat atissi aruptaque et am 

volorere cullab imendaeped elest est, que vel eatia dolectur?

Henimus nonsedi caturitatem aboris velis volorrum quo qu

Volupti optatem ut eatum rem lam, coritio magnis nullam hit 

quis vel ipiende rnamus qui officiis alic tem et laborer ibusda se-

que nobis qui cum faceat.

Voluptas ex est ulpa volorum volor atum et qui sitinvel imag-

nam sam sam quo officie ndamenda cuscilibus esto dolorionse 

erectaque dollent. Vid excea dolloratquos int mos re reium in 

con nissit qui odiost eatisin cus mi, aut et vendignatem. 

•  After the players have valued their fellow player’s answer and have 

confirmed this valuation, the average rating is displayed to all players.

•  Once all players have given their valuation, the game supervisor presses 

‘Next question’ after which a new dilemma is shown for the next turn’s 

player to answer.

•  If this question turns out to be a Surprise, the player will read it out 

loud. Additionally, the indicated rating on the card will be added to or 

deducted from the total.
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Altijd

Beoordelingen:
Sajid geeft 7 punten 
Rianne geeft 6 punten
Kees geeft 4 punten
Bart is aan de beurt
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Step 5. Scoring

Step 6. Insufficient rating

•  Only if the average of all ratings is higher than half of the maximum num-

ber of stars that can be achieved, the card number on the game board is 

activated and the stars are added to the player’s score. If you play with 

5 stars, the average must therefore be at least 3 stars. If you play with 10 

stars, the average must be at least 6 stars. 

•  If the average rating is less than 3 or 6 stars, the player does not receive 

any stars and the dilemma card is added to the stack of dilemma cards still 

to be played.

•  Players have three different ways to earn stars. Firstly, through the valuation awarded to them for their 

answers. Secondly, through the surprise cards. And thirdly, if they can use the number on their dilemma 

card to finish a row of five numbers on the game board. This can be vertically, horizontally, or diagonally. 

If this happens, the valuation given to their answer by their fellow players will be doubled. In the event 

that two rows can be finished, the valuation will even be tripled, and so on.

•  The star total of each player is visible to the top right of that player’s initials, below the game board. 

The highest score is made to stand out by using a distinct color.
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This number fullfilles 1  

times 5 numbers in a row.  

The valuation will be doubled
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Step 7. The end of the game

Step 8. Evaluation

•  The game is over when the stack of game cards has run out, or 

once the available time is up.

•  The game supervisor can end the game session by pressing ‘End 

game’ in the menu. After doing so, the final scores are shown.

•  The final scores allow the opportunity to show some details that 

could lead to a question or remark.

•  After this, press ‘Evaluation’ to present the evaluation questions 

to the players.

•  The evaluation consists of five questions that the players can 

rate from 1-10, 10 being the highest possible score.

•  After you reflected on the final scores, press ‘Go to the 

evaluation’.

Disclaimer: shown illustrations may differ in shape and design from the 

illustrations used in the game itself.
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For more games and information check moralsatwork.nl/en


